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This paper proposes a model where demand and supply jointly
produce an equilibrium con guration of world order. The
equilibrium international system is an outcome taken from
a range of di erent possible con gurations: autarky; unipolarity centered around a hegemonic power; multipolarity with
non-overlapping circles of in uence; or universal inclusiveness; among other possibilities. The model assumes all nation states to be self-serving. But geostrategic rivalry, while
important, makes up only the supply side of the model and thus
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with respect to what the demand side seeks. Historical examples illustrate the usefulness of this approach to analyzing the
international system. The demand side's determining role is
most apparent at turning points|when world order switches
from one equilibrium form to another.
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I.

Introduction

Great Power competition has again forced its way into the consciousness of
the global public. In its incarnation as the 2018-2019 US-China Trade War,
geostrategic rivalry drew casualties among US automakers and soya-bean farmers,
and from Chinese machinery manufacturers and semiconductor factories. Even
nations like Singapore|not frontline in that con ict|su ered repercussions as
faltering business con dence cast a drag on global supply chains, investment, and
international trade.
More generally, tit-for-tat tari manipulation will increase the probability for
competitive currency devaluation. US protectionism shading towards autarky
will reduce the likelihood that the US dollar continues to be the world's reserve
currency. Geostrategic rivalry between the Great Powers, surfacing through international trade tensions, can therefore have profound impact on the trajectory
of the international system. In the 1960s the Cold War version of Great Power
competition saw death and destruction in proxy arenas outside the geographies of
the Great Powers themselves. When escalated to full-on military confrontation,
Great Power rivalry can threaten hundreds of millions of lives, in both direct
participants and innocent bystanders.
Some scholars view such competition as the driver for an inevitable cycle of
power transition, when the established leadership of the international system is
displaced by a rising power. This can disrupt an initially peaceful and stable
world order. So Great Power contest determines the form of the international
system. If the challenger wins, a new world order emerges; if the incumbent,
then nothing need change.
In this view, the actions of nations other than the Great Powers don't matter
for the arc that the international system will take. To be clear, it is not that
this narrative is silent on lesser nations; nor is it that those nations can't a ect
their own well-being through their actions. It is that what those nations do is
irrelevant for the outcome variable that is world order. All that lesser nations can
do is \su er what they must", as in Thucydides's much-cited phrasing.1 Even
as smaller nations do the best they can for themselves, they can only maximise
their well-being subject to the hard constraints they face due to the actions of
the Great Powers.
1 Classical Greek historian Thucydides wrote, in his account of the Peloponnesian War (431{404 BCE)
Strassler (1996, 5.88, Book Five), `The Athenians spoke rst. With breathtaking frankness they dismissed
considerations of justice as irrelevant. Justice could obtain only between equals. \For ourselves," the
Athenians said, \we shall not trouble you with specious pretences : : : since you know as well as we do
that right, as the world goes, is only in question between equals in power, while the strong do what they
can and the weak su er what they must." '
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The view just described, therefore, takes Great Power competition to be central
in thinking on world order,. Section III will argue that many other conventional
perspectives similarly, if less explicitly, take geostrategic rivalry as the key organizing principle for thinking on world order. As Waltz (1979) argued, \It would
be as ridiculous to construct a theory of international politics based on Malaysia
and Costa Rica as it would be to construct an economic theory of oligopolistic
competition based on the minor rms in a sector of the economy."
This paper proposes an alternative framework for analyzing world order in
relation to Great Power competition. The model encompasses traditional perspectives on the essentials of geostrategic rivalry but also opens up space to allow
for the impact of lesser nations. The key innovation is to view world order as an
object to be determined in a metaphorical marketplace. In this perspective, Great
Power competition is only part of the story: namely, geostrategic rivalry describes
only the supply side of the market. Analysis of world order is incomplete without
also bringing in the demand side.
Of course, taken literally, there is no organised marketplace for world order.
Great Powers don't put together factories and assembly lines and legal oces to
produce an international system that they then advertise for sale. No small nation
scans the Internet for the latest, cheapest world order to buy. An international
system is not some object sold at auction in a centralised trading exchange.
But then no bazaar exists for ideational constructs either. Yet the \marketplace
for ideas" is a powerful, natural, and insightful metaphor. Many important decisions in modern life are made without an explicit marketplace but nonetheless
can be usefully understood in terms of supply and demand: marriage partners;
education and investment in human capital (even though complete markets there
would entail illegal slavery); begetting o spring and therefore determining family
size; setting inter-generational gifts and bequests, and so on. So too the marketplace for world order is a useful metaphor.
In this paper's analysis of world order, on the supply side, individual Great
Powers sel shly compete to be the provider with maximum pro ts|however
pro t is measured, whether in tribute, respect, admiration, the probability of
their own survival, \consent of the governed", or international acceptance and
authority to write the rules of the game. Provision of the quantity and nature of
world order by a speci c nation is simply the means to its ultimate objective of
maximising pro ts.
On the demand side, individual lesser nations sel shly seek world order that
works best for them: an environment with peace and stability; an international
trading system that aids that nation's development interests; a clean and sustainable natural environment in which that nation can operate; a security architecture
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that protects that nation from the arbitrary exercise of power by others. The better for that nation is the world order provided, the greater the price it is willing
to pay, subject to its budget constraint.
It is of course possible that in reality a nation might seek goals beyond just
self-interest. Indeed, an important interpretation has it that that was how the US
came to build the world order known as the American Century. Kissinger (2014)
described this international system as \an inexorably expanding cooperative order
of states" re ecting \American consensus" in,
\observing common rules and norms, embracing liberal economic systems, forswearing territorial conquest, respecting national sovereignty,
and adopting participatory and democratic systems of governance."
In Kissinger's view, this mattered to US leadership in how
`to the question of what in his presidency had made him most proud,
Truman replied, \That we totally defeated our enemies and then
brought them back to the community of nations. I would like to think
that only America could have done this." Conscious of America's vast
power, Truman took pride above all in its humane and democratic values. He wanted to be remembered not so much for America's victories
as for its conciliations.'
Allowing such an expanded set of objectives for the di erent agents in this paper's
analysis alters the model's precise predictions. However, it does not take away
the key focus of this paper, namely, that it is not just Great Power competition
that determines the outcome in world order.
Only under speci c and extreme marketplace conditions will accurate prediction of outcomes arise from knowledge of only the supply side, ignoring demand.
The demand schedule might be strictly horizontal, for instance, whereupon understanding just the supply schedule gives complete and precise understanding
for the outcome in world order. Over certain memorable episodes in history
it might well have been that the marketplace for world order did satisfy these
assumptions. However, there is no guarantee that that will continue. Indeed,
it will be at turning points|as trends break, the world changes, and historical
conditions are no longer satis ed|where a supply-side focus gets its predictions
especially wrong. Then only by putting together both supply and demand will
an informative and accurate analysis emerge.
These general principles described, even if accepted, raise questions about details. Every market comes with demand and supply schedules, and implies a
predicted outcome at the intersection of those schedules. But in a marketplace
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for world order, what does it mean for the supply curve to be upward-sloping?
Why does demand for world order slope downwards? What does it mean for
the world order supplied to equal that demanded? How do lesser nations|those
that might be considered price-takers, not price-setters|a ect the outcome for
world order? How does Great Power competition manifest in such a marketplace?
Section II addresses these and other related queries.
For analysis, it helps to be clear the questions this new approach addresses
but on which other frameworks are silent. Section III therefore discusses related
research to clarify how this paper's perspective di ers from previous analyses.
For the model proposed here to be useful, it has both to provide insight in
analyzing extant data, and to help predict outcomes accurately when circumstances change, i.e., when trends break. In terminology from statistical analysis,
the model has to provide good in-sample t as well as to extrapolate accurately
out of sample. Section IV applies the model to interpret current and historical
experiences. Of particular interest are turning points in historical outcomes. Sectio IV shows how applying this supply and demand model generates analysis and
predictions di erent from that given by more conventional frameworks.
Finally, Section V summarises and concludes. We will conclude that the
metaphor of a marketplace for world order is useful but obviously, at the same
time, it remains imperfect and incomplete. The basic model can, however, be
naturally extended (in subsequent work) to deal with speci c, identi able shortcomings.
The important message, however, is that even with all the caveats indicated,
the model of a marketplace identi es a new driving force for world order. World
order is the outcome not just of Great Power competition|for that is only the
supply side|but instead emerges from the meeting of both supply and demand.
In this perspective the lesser nations, actors on the demand side, have well-de ned
agency and thus play a critical role in shaping the trajectory of the international
system.
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II.

The Marketplace for World Order

For some observers, it is a priori not credible that lesser nations|the demand
side|might in uence world order. Don't the players concerned need, at minimum, sucient military and economic power to articulate what they seek? In
Thucydides language, the weak doing what they can does not even move the
needle in the arena of world order.
To consider otherwise, compare world order with the taxi industry in any world
city. Here too, there is a demand side and a supply side; the commodity in
question is taxi rides. Consistent with the Thucydides observation on the weak
su ering what they must, it is only taxi companies that have the hardware (the
economic and military power) to supply the product in this marketplace.
But do customers|the weak|passively su er what they must? In some places,
yes; in others, no. In the world's modern cities, competition with Uber or Grab
or Didi has lead to innovation in the marketplace. Leading taxi companies are
no longer those who own taxis. Equilibrium in the marketplace for taxi rides
does not hinge exclusively on the wishes of the traditional Great Powers, the
taxi-owners. The cycle of competition and innovation has reduced market share
of traditional hardware-powered suppliers. Consumers no longer su er what they
must.
The message from this discussion is that so too, in the hypothesis of this paper,
can conventional Great Power incumbents see positions of pro t and leadership
disrupted through demand-driven competition. THis happens not just because
of technology|as in the taxi-rides example|but more generally and universally
through the logic of demand and supply.2
A.

The Market

Think of rivalry between Great Powers such as China and the US as akin to
competition across giant rms seeking to dominate a market. In a business marketplace, rms expand capacity to supply eciently and quickly their products
to customers: those better at it outpace the competition. In the international
system, Great Powers increase their economic, technological, and military power,
and expand their soft power, so that they better provide their partners stability
2 Modern technical economic thinking does not draw sharp distinction between agents who supply
and agents who demand. Varying market conditions can lead to agents switching seamlessly between
the di erent sides of a marketplace. So too in the marketplace for world order, emerging nations initially
on the demand side can grow suciently to Great Power status, becoming potential providers of world
order. Nonetheless, for the purposes of verbal description, it's helpful to think of the two sides of the
marketplace as comprised of distinct actors. In section III I discuss the important work of Keohane
(1982) and other IR scholars who had earlier taken approaches related to my marketplace analysis.
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and security. Succeeding at this raises the tribute others around the world pay
that Great Power; increases the respect and authority the Great Power attracts
so that it can then more comfortably write the rules of the game; heightens the
Great Power's relevance to others and thus boosts its probability of survival. The
winning Great Power attracts the greatest set of paying clients. In both cases|
in world order and in business|supply-side actors compete to maximise their
pro ts through taking dominant positions on a supply curve such as in Fig. 1.
Price

Supply

Demand
World Order

Figure 1. The Supply and Demand for World Order.
To understand the supply curve, consider when a hegemon seeks to assert
greater control over global security or the international rules of the game. To
achieve this that nation has to expend greater cost|put together larger military capabilities, mount greater diplomatic e orts, run more extensive soft power
campaigns. In other words, to provide a greater supply of world order|to move
horizontally rightwards in Fig. 1|the supplier has to pay more, i.e., move vertically upwards. Or, succinctly, the supply curve slopes upwards.
Turn next to the demand curve. If the world were initially in chaos and disorder,
then to enjoy some rst minimal provision of world order, lesser powers would
be willing to pay a lot|in giving away trade concessions, in allowing foreign
military bases on their domestic territory, or, generally, in trading away more of
their own national interest by bending to the will of the hegemon. But as world
order grows more pervasive, lesser powers will no longer be as pliant to get the
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next marginal unit of order. There might eventually even be saturation; a greater
quantity and quality of world order no longer does anyone any good. In other
words, the demand curve slopes downwards and might eventually converge to the
horizontal axis itself.
It is inessential that in Fig. 1, World Order|the horizontal axis|is just a
single-dimensioned variable that is sequential (more world order, or less?) and
linear (so that sometimes there can be \double" or \triple" the world order than
before). All this mathematical precision runs counter to most people's intuition
on world order. But the uni-dimensionality, sequentiality, and linearity, constitute
restrictive mathematical properties that are inessential to the argument. Instead,
an alternative rendering such as Fig. 2 works just as well for the model, and
obviously then, by generalising mathematically into possibly in nite dimensions,
the space of possible World Orders (the oor of the Fig. 2) can be made as rich,
multi-dimensional, and as unstructured as the researcher needs it to be.
B.

The Supply Side

Beyond economic and military prowess, Great Powers also leverage their cultural uniqueness, historical experience, and national expertise to advance their
supply-side position relative to the competition. For its Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) China draws powerful comparative advantage from its 2-millennia history
of mega infrastructure projects, beginning with Qin Shi Huang Di's \levelling
mountain peaks and lling in valleys" through to its 21st-century construction of
the world's longest sea-crossing bridge, biggest airport, most extensive high-speed
rail network, and longest gas pipeline. Based on this, China has constructed a BRI
narrative of collaboration, transfer of engineering expertise, and mutual development and prosperity. China portrays itself the least-cost supplier of large-scale
infrastructure. In the marketplace for world order, whatever the international
demand for infrastructure, China and thus BRI will be where the world needs to
queue.
So too the US plays its Madison Avenue advertising card. In general, Great
Powers construct ideational narratives|they mount publicity campaigns|to better attract customers. By coining the term \The American Century" in the
1940s Henry Luce sought to convince both the US and the world of American
centrality, beyond mere economic and military prowess (Luce, 1941). For thenPresident Harry Truman, the US was not just a nation of vast and unrivalled
power (Kissinger, 2014). The nation further projected humane and democratic
values in a way that sought to earn the respect and admiration of the rest of
the world. The practice of those values in a strategy of inclusiveness led to US
conciliation with its former military enemies, some of whom would eventually
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Price

Supply

y
Demand

x
Figure 2. World Order: Demand and Supply, with World Order defined by multi-dimensioned
attributes x and y|peace and stability, say. The characteristics of equilibrium World Order
are indicated by the intersection point of Demand and Supply, projected onto the horizontal
floor of the Figure.
become among its ercest of economic rivals. But that price of constructing an
ideational narrative was one worth paying for ensuring how the US then became
the most admired of nations throughout the late 20th century.
In this marketplace model, unipolarity is the outcome when a single monopolist
provider emerges to supply all of world order. Multipolarity, on the other hand,
appears when market conditions allow distinct monopolies to appear at di erent
points in the space of world order provision.
Soft power is the ability to persuade others to want the same things that you
want. By convincing the world through US soft power that the world wanted
what the US wished to provide, the US cemented its position as global hegemon,
maximising pro t as provider of world order. The US raised demand for the
world order that it wanted to supply.
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But all this remains on the supply side. What about the demand side?
C.

The Demand Side

This paper's marketplace-driven reasoning naturally identi es the world's small
nation states with the model's demand side. Then as is the practice in modeling
every demand curve, each small state needs to take into account two considerations: rst, its aspirations, or the objectives it seeks to achieve; second, its
constraints as a price-taker, or those restrictions that it takes as given. In economic modeling, objectives and constraints are speci ed independently, and are
logically distinct. The state seeks to do the best it can to achieve its objectives
subject to the constraints it faces in the marketplace. Neither constraints nor
objectives are by themselves de nitive for the nal outcome but both enter that
determination.
Given that non-Great Power nations now have a larger footprint in the global
economy, beyond simply optimising subject to price-taking constraints, lesser
nations can pursue additional strategies of search and elasticity.
Search is when customers shop around for di erent o erings by alternative
providers. Then, even when customer search is uncoordinated, providers end up
with additional information on what they need to supply, and so adjust accordingly, better to meet the needs of their clients. Lesser powers get what they want,
not just what the Great Powers originally o ered. Great Powers accommodate
because they seek to increase their base of clients and allies.
Elasticity is when the supplier exibly accommodates, at the margin, the wishes
of their customers. In history Great Powers have shown they are willing to
compromise and to mold their strategy, to satisfy the wishes of smaller nations. In
doing so, Great Powers raise demand for what they wish to supply. Thus, despite
its emphasis on human rights and civil liberties, the US readily accommodates
Saudi Arabia on the world stage. Despite China's emphasis on peaceful rise, its
business and security communities can end up aligned with leaders overseas less
focused on just peaceful collaboration. These outcomes are not necessarily those
for which lesser powers should aim, but they show how the supply side can be
exible, and respond elastically to what the demand side seeks.
D.

Equilibrium

Just as in the theory of market competition, elasticity can in uence adjustment
along both intensive and extensive margins. When a Great Power incumbent
accommodates demand by netuning what it o ers, adjustment takes place along
the intensive margin. When new powers emerge to provide what incumbent Great
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Powers cannot, adjustment occurs instead along the extensive margin. Both
intensive and extensive adjustments disrupt the established order.
Except under very speci c conditions, equilibrium|the intersection of demand
and supply|does not denote optimality. Externalities such as public goods
or market power|unipolarity or multipolarity|make market equilibrium inefcient, and appropriate intervention policy can then improve the well-being of
participants on both demand and supply sides. Nor does equilibrium denote a
static, unmoving outcome. Modern equilibrium theory in economics typically
determine an entire law of motion for price and quantity jointly, rather than just
a single point as the equilibrium outcome (e.g., Stokey and Lucas, 1989).
This marketplace framework allows investigation of when unipolarity, multipolarity, or other con gurations of world order can emerge, from the underlying
forces of demand and supply.
Unipolarity

Possibly the clearest statement on unipolarity emerges from the notion of hegemonic stability theory (Kindleberger, 1973). In this [   ].
Multipolarity

The [   ].

A Flat World Order

This case [   ].

The range of possibilities produces is not just of modelling interest, but should
change analysis and interpretation. Consider, e.g., the statement many observers
make of how Great Powers always behave like Great Powers; a small state should
behave like a small state. In the cases above, what \behave like Great Powers"
or \should behave like a small state" mean varies with context. In some situations, the leading Great Power should behave like a monopolist; in others, the
hegemon should act like a industry leader in a contestable market populated by
a competitive fringe of still-lesser rivals. Is the small state faced with a situation
where search among di erent providers can be helpful? Does the situation present
an elastic supply curve so the small state can leverage substitution possibilities?
What is true instead is that Great Powers and small states alike should behave in
a way that maximises their self-interest subject to the constraints in which their
environment places them.
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III.

Related Literature

Section II has described a marketplace approach to world order. While such an
approach might seem unusual to some readers, previous analyses of the international system already contain elements of such supply and demand perspective.
This section makes explicit those linkages, to connect the current analysis better
with extant literature.
Sections I and II noted that a large part of traditional discussion on world order
focuses almost exclusively on power, i.e., on the supply side. Indeed, Waltz (1979,
p. 72) suggests
It would be as ridiculous to construct a theory of international politics
based on Malaysia and Costa Rica as it would be to construct an
economic theory of oligopolistic competition based on the minor rms
in a sector of the economy.
There are, however, exceptions.
\The Demand for International Regimes" (Keohane, 1982) provides a key example. The article's title even contains the word Demand, highlighting the significance of this idea in that article's contribution to the literature. Keohane (1982,
pp. 326{327) starts with hegemonic stability theory as an important possible
con guration of power on the supply side:
\The theory of hegemonic stability can be viewed as focusing only
on the supply of international regimes: according to the theory, the
more concentrated power is in an international system, the greater
the supply. But uctuations in demand for international regimes are
not taken into account in this theory."
Keohane then expands on this to argue why it is useful to look at both supply
and demand:
\Emphasizing the demand for international regimes focuses our attention on why we should want them in the rst place, rather than
taking their desirability as a given. I do not assume that \demand"
and \supply" can be speci ed independently and operationalized as
in microeconomics. The same actors are likely to be the \demanders"
and the \suppliers." Furthermore, factors a ecting the demand for
international regimes are likely simultaneously to a ect their supply
as well. Yet supply and demand language allows us to make a distinction that is useful in distinguishing phenomena that, in the rst
instance, a ect the desire for regimes, on the one hand, or the ease of
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supplying them, on the other. \Supply and demand" should be seen
in this analysis as a metaphor, rather than an attempt arti cially to
separate, or to reify, di erent aspects of an interrelated process."
Since that article, economics has of course resolved that there is no conceptual
diculty with the same actors acting as demanders and suppliers. This is particularly evident in \representative agent" models in modern macroeconomics (Kirman, 1992; Stokey and Lucas, 1989). General equilibrium theory routinely models
the same economic agents switching|depending on circumstances|between being on the demand side and on the supply side. Economists acknowledge factors
that a ect both supply and demand: the important process of identi cation in
macroeconometrics is what allows researchers to separate out di erent kinds of
supply and demand in uences on economic performance (Blanchard and Quah,
1989).
One of the most powerful insights in Keohane's statements refers to the need
for a normative approach to the study of international regimes, concentrating
\attention on why we should want them (international regimes) in the rst place,
rather than taking their desirability as given". In other words, looking at demand
in addition to supply helps provide a normative assessment, going beyond simply
positive or predictive analysis.
A similar statement on supply and demand, and its possible connection to a
normative analysis, is described in Acharya (2016, Ch. 1):
\[: : : ] the emphasis on `who governs' obscures the question of `why
govern'. The focus on the supply side of global governance, such as
its institutions and actors, old and new, state and non-state, and the
myriad forms of their modus operandi, often takes the demand for
global governance for granted, and neglects the more fundamental
question about why global governance is needed in the rst place and
what are the sources generating that need."
But while Keohane (1982), Acharya (2016, Ch. 1), and the current paper share
a common justi cation, subsequently our analyses diverge. The current paper
seeks to understand strategies on the demand side and the interplay between
those strategies and evolving historical circumstances. By contrast (Keohane,
1982) looks at \strength and direction and change, not about content or e ects
of international regimes."3 The later chapters in Acharya (2016) pursue this
demand-side idea in further detail but in directions di erent from those I develop
below.
3 In

econometrics this di erence is that between so-called structural and reduced-form analysis.
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While, therefore, the current paper di ers from these others where a demandside narrative has made an appearance, by far the greatest distance is between
our common approach and the large bulk of the literature where \The theory
focuses on the great powers because these states have the largest impact on what
happens in international politics. The fortunes of all states|great powers and
smaller powers alike|are determined primarily by the decisions and actions of
those with the greatest capability" and where "Great powers are determined
largely on the basis of their relative military capability." (Mearsheimer, 2014).
This O ensive Realism approach Mearsheimer (2014) makes it plainest, but
this focus on the supply side (the Great Powers) and on power itself is the typical
implicit modality even in, say, constructivist critiques of Realism. For instance,
Barnett and Duvall (2005) begin by pointing to the centrality of the concept of
power for international relations discussion surrounding world order:
\the discipline of international relations has tended to treat power as
the exclusive province of realism. Accordingly, a concern with power
in international politics is frequently interpreted as a disciplinary attachment to realism. Associated with this tendency, there is a widely
accepted conceptualization that is viewed as the only way to understand power: how one state uses its material resources to compel
another state to do something it does not want to do."
Barnett and Duvall (2005) then go on to show how rival analyses seek to cast their
narratives to dissociate as far as possible from this exclusive focus on power. They
point out that neoliberals argue \institutions are the antidote to power" (Keohane, 1984). and that liberals argue \many important international outcomes
cannot be adequately explained with reference to power, but instead are better understood by the salutary presence of democracy, particular con gurations
of domestic interests, liberal values, economic interdependence, or international
institutions" (Barnett and Duvall, 2005, p. 40).
My marketplace metaphor can be viewed to suggest a speci c concrete other
\salutary presence", one that is recognisable within the single speci c disciplinary
tradition of economics.
However, even constructivist approaches then end up returning to understand
the distribution and development of capacity and power among the great powers. By contrast, the marketplace approach I propose elevates the possibility
of demand-side agency without at all under-estimating the signi cance of the
narrative of power and the supply side.
The line of thinking advanced in Long (2017) provides interesting speci cs on
the relation between small states and great powers in world order. The argu-
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ment there is that small states can exercise outsized in uence through their own
exercise of power, in three distinct ways: rst, derived from their relationships
with speci c great powers; second, through building coalitions; or third, through
strategic assets speci c to those small states. The last of these, in the language of
this article, makes those small states near-monopolists. More generally, however,
these descriptions point to speci c mechanisms by which the demand side|small
states|can indeed exercise agency in the marketplace of world order.
A.

Interpretations

"Consent of the governed" as an expression of market demand.
Consistent with Kenneth Waltz's oligopoly model but merely suggests that the
demand side too needs to be eshed out.
Interpret soft power as advertising to raise demand.
Tragedy of Great Power Politics, rewriting competition into a zero-sum game.
Not inevitable.
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IV.

Great Power Competition

The previous Section has suggested the importance of getting the balance right
between demand- and supply-side analyses. The argument has been primarily
conceptual and analytical. Under what theoretical circumstances will world order
be the outcome of Great Power rivalry alone? What are the situations where the
demand side sees agency and determining in uence?
But are all these situations merely hypothetical? This Section presents some
quantitative evidence and develops a number of historical cases to assess if the
marketplace approach is empirically relevant.
Section II has provided a framework that shows the analytical possibility of
agency among smaller nations, ones not typically considered Great Powers. The
implication is that as lesser powers continue to grow in economic and technological
footprint, failing to understand their objectives and actions will lead to inaccurate
prediction for how the entire system will evolve.
The magnitude of change in signi cance of such nations is easy to underestimate. Phrasings such as \the center of gravity of the global economy has
shifted away from the West" or \it is time for the West to hand over more global
decision-making to the Rest" do not fully reveal the weight of empirical evidence
now accumulated on this change.
This section is organised in two parts. First, it presents quantitative evidence
on shifts in the global economy that point to the possibility of heightened agency
by the demand side in world order. Second, it describes historical cases where the
demand side has actually exercised such agency. The key conclusions from this
section are that (a) over long, identi able historical periods, the demand side has
been quiescent: It is then competition on the supply side, i.e., Great Power rivalry,
that principally determines world order; (b) at turning points, when speci c
relationships emerge between Great Powers themselves and between them and
the lesser nations, the demand side plays a signi cant role in the dynamics of
world order; (c) shifts in the global landscape are driving towards such a turning
point.
Conclusions (a){(c) help explain the historical success of conventional Great
Power rivalry narratives on world order. For most of the 20th century, it has
indeed only been Great Power competition that determined world order; the
demand side|while always present|could be placed in the analytical backdrop.
However, the large trend shifts described in the quantitative empirical evidence
suggest those conventional narratives now need to be supplemented by analysis
of the demand side.
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Quantitative empirical evidence

What are the quantitatively large trend shifts in the global economic and political landscape of the recent decades or centuries? What are those trends that
will not be easily reversed, i.e., that are not cyclical the way that, say, business
cyles, are?
Quantitatively tracking a multi-dimensioned, richly textured object such as
the global economy entails collapsing and summarizing a great deal of information. One convenient and conceptually direct measure comes from looking at
the weighted average, here, the average location of where economic activity takes
place on the planet, weighted by the value of economic activity (GDP) generated
across di erent locations on earth. In other areas of scienti c research, this might
be referred to as the mean or centre of gravity of a spatial distribution.
To understand the dynamics of the world's economic centre of gravity, imagine
if all the world's economic activity located at just two points: Shenzhen China
and Silicon Valley, California. In three-dimensional space, the straight line that
connects them goes deep into our planet. If the weight of economic activity
were equally divided between Shenzhen and Silicon Valley, the world's economic
centre of gravity (WECG) would be that point exactly halfway between them.
If, however, Silicon Valley had its economic activity growing faster in value than
Shenzhen, then the WECG would be pulled closer towards California. If, instead,
these two locations were in a race and at di erent times one and then the other
pulled ahead, then the WECG would behave as in a tug-of-war, pulled rst one
way and then the other. The WECG might cycle erratically, but not tend o in
one speci c direction over the longer term.
Combining population and GDP data on cities and rural locations, Quah (2011)
calculated the actual WECG for the entire planet's GDP from 1980 through the
present. His results can be summarised in Fig. 3
The rise of the East|increasing incomes across China, India, Southeast Asia,
and so on|manifests in increased gravitational pull, and so yanks the centre
of gravity eastwards. Notice that the calculations are nonlinear: extrapolating
into the future, the world's economic centre of gravity is not pulled relentlessly
into the Paci c Ocean but instead has a dynamic that gradually slows down and
clusters on the India-China boundary in timezone GMT+8.
The Technical Appendix, Section VI describes Dobbs et al. (2012)
Finally, along this same vein, Quah and Mahbubani (2016) calculated the ratio
between the combined GDP of emerging nations to that of the G7. This ratio
over time is graphed in Fig. 4. Over the early part of the historical period
graphed, this ratio of traditional demand to traditional supply sides uctuated
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Figure 3. The shifting world economic centre of gravity, 1980{2049. The centre of gravity
is recalculated every three years. It moves over time as economic fortunes vary across
different parts of the planet. Since the centre of gravity is a point in 3-dimensional space,
a choice needs to be made on the perspective from which the observer views that shifting
centre. Quah (2011) describes the logic that underlies how this map is constructed. Source:
Quah (2011).
but never exceeded 40%. Despite early pronouncements of the rise of the emerging
world, its economic footprint never threatened to exceed that of the developed
economies. Growth occurred, certainly, but did so everywhere. However, the year
2000 represents a distinct watershed. Since then, the ratio between poor and rich
rose, until by 2017, had reached, in e ect, unity.
This does not mean the poor are now rich. Far from it. There remain many
more poor nations and far higher populations in poor nations still. Having more
people in the emerging nations is, of course, not an arithmetic explanation of the
convergence shown in Fig. 4| a higher population in the emerging economies
was also the case pre-2000.
The descriptions thus far have asked about economic footprint|where on earth
is there the greatest measure, how has that changed over the last decades or
centuries? Next, consider asking a di erent question: if the world were to fairly
and democratically gather to decide what kind of policies or rules of the game
the world should see, whose voices should a benevolent leader listen to?
Fig. 5 shows the smallest circle on the planet that contains 50% of the world's
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Figure 4. This shows the ratio of the combined GDP of emerging nations to that of the G7.
For the early part of the period graphed, that ratio remained remarkably constant at around
30%. After 2000, however, that ratio started suddenly to rise and by 2017 had reached one.
Source: Quah and Mahbubani (2016).
population. Its calculation is described in the Technical Appendix, Sec. VI, but
here it suces to note that the circle is centred in Shan State, eastern Myanmar,
on the boundary with China. The circle is 3300km in radius and because it is
calculated not based on national populations but on populations of 100 square
km plots of land area, the circle need extend to cover only sub-parts of a nation
state. Calculation shows this smallest circle
B.

Historical cases

Qualitative evidence supporting the hypothesis on agency of lesser states is
available in a number of historical episodes. This section describes those situations.
1) Nicaragua and the US in the 1980s: When the Nicaraguan Sandinistas
ousted Somoza's dictatorship, the US began a policy of : : :
2) Yugoslavia, Indonesia, and India in the Non-Aligned Movement: After the
Stalin-Tito falling out, Yugoslavia : : :
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3) Cuba, the Soviet Union, and the US: Although there is sometimes a caricature of Cuba as a Soviet client state, situated in the US's own backyard, the
reality is more complicated. Cuba was able to carve out a foreign policy
narrative independent of what the Soviet Union and the US might have
endorsed during the Cold War. : : :
4) Southeast Asia in US-China relations: : : :
5) Qatar and Saudi Arabia: : : :
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Figure 5. The smallest circle on Earth with more people inside than out. If the world were
a democracy, this is where it would make decisions of global significance. Source: Author's
calculations; details in Section VI
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V.

Conclusions

Much has been written on Great Power grand strategies and the concentration
of national power|military, economic, technological, soft power|that underpins
the world order we see. Far less has been said about what lesser nations do.
Indeed, many observers consider small states merely passive participants in the
international system. In that account, lesser nations play no signi cant, purposeful role in either in uencing how Great Powers behave or helping determine world
order. If, however, the international system cannot be built by hegemon alone,
then ignoring the actions of lesser nations will make for inaccurate predictions on
and misleading analyses of world order.
This paper has proposed a marketplace model for analysing world order. While
encompassing more traditional power-based narratives of grand strategy and
Great Powers, this marketplace model also shows how lesser nations can play
a role in helping determine outcomes in world order.
This paper has demonstrated how this re-orientation in perspective casts new
light on the international system's historical trajectory. Both historical cases and
analytical reasoning suggest that the demand and supply model is particularly
visible and relevant at turning points in the system's trajectory. The empirical
evidence presented suggests that the ongoing trend shift in global economic activity away from traditional geo-economic and geopolitical centres has made more
and more compelling the case that the international system is indeed headed
towards a signi cant turning point.
The marketplace metaphor is obviously far from perfect. Unlike in idealised
markets, equilibrium supply and demand in world order will not be optimal
because of both externalities and market imperfections. Suppliers, being Great
Powers, exercise oligopolistic market in uence, and are therefore not price-takers.
Global public goods are critical parts of world order. But public goods bear
externalities, and so market competition will hardly ever result in their optimal
provision.
Despite these caveats, a marketplace for world order|a tale of supply and
demand|can be a useful framework for navigating the emerging complexities of
the changing world order. Looking at the demand side reveals both the agency
and possible strategies for lesser powers. Putting together demand and supply
reveals a new model of international relations in which all nations|not just the
Great Powers|jointly determine world order.
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Technical Appendix

Section IV.A makes a number of empirical assertions based on quantitative
evidence. While the substance is easy to communicate directly and qualitatively,
the derivation of the statements is not straightforward. For subsequent checking
and extension, setting down that technical analysis is helpful. That is the goal of
this Technical Appendix.
A.

The World's Economic Center of Gravity

Using the same reasoning as in Section IV.A Dobbs et al. (2012) describe the
two-millennia history of evolution in the global economy through shifts in the
world's economic center of gravity. (Fig. 6 shows the same analysis as repeated
in The Economist (2018)). This di ers from the description in Quah (2011) in
two signi cant ways.
B.

Where People Count

The fact presented in Section IV.A on the world's tightest population cluster is
not just a tabulation of where people live on Earth. Figure 7 is a tabulation, i.e.,
it lists the countries where adding up the individual nation populations results
in a sum exceeding the threshold of 50% of the world's total.
Constructed that way, this gure makes no claim to being the smallest circle.
However, it is of course a remarkably good guess as to where the smallest circle
might, in fact, be.
Nor is the world's tightest population cluster of Section IV.A a statement of
where the highest-density or highest-population places are on the planet. For the
former, the answer might be, perhaps, Times Square in Manhattan on a Saturday
night or a street corner in Mumbai. For the latter, if one were interested in just
the US say, one might look at at an illustration such as Figure 8.
In this illustration one ends up with a sprawl that need not be geographically
concentrated|in the US population description, the sprawl could have been spatially concentrated but happens not to be. Instead, the focus of attention wanders,
simply going to wherever the most populous counties are, ranging in Figure 8 from
the extreme northeast of the continental US to its extreme southwest.
In contrast, Section IV.A describes, again, the smallest circle on Earth that encloses a given fraction of the world's population. The calculation in Section IV.A
solves an optimization problem; the previous ones described do not.
Take to be the set of geographic locations on the surface of our threedimensional planet, and write R for the planet's radius.
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Figure 6. The world's geographic centre of the global economy over two millennia first
moved West and then reversed back East from the late 20th century. Source: The Economist
(2018).
Measure distance on the planet by orthodromic or \great-circle" distance, i.e.,
not as a straight line in three-dimensional surface, but instead as the arc distance
between two points traversed on the surface. Denote this distance by the function

d(!; !0 )  0 for !, !0 in :
A spherical cap or just a cap  is a subset of locations
de ned by two values, a point ! in , and  , a non-negative distance:

Definition VI.1.

on

(1)

def 

= !0 2

: d(! 0 ; ! )   :

To make explicit the subset of under consideration at any time we will sometimes write (!;  ) to indicate the cap in equation (1). We can then refer to !
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Figure 7. The Ken Myers Circle, appearing originally in Myers (2013).
as the centre of the cap and  as its orthodromic radius.4
Since a sphere is not Euclidean|the angles of a triangle sum to more than
180 , and not only are there no pairs of lines that never meet but every pair
meets twice|some care is needed in analysis on Earth's surface. For calculating
orthodromic distance from data typically available, the following is useful.5
Proposition VI.1. Consider on
the pair of locations !1 and
itudes 1 and 2 , and longitudes 1 and 2 , respectively. Then

dromic separation is
(2)

!2 with lattheir ortho-

d(!1 ; !2 ) = R

where
(3)

cos  = sin 1 sin 2 + cos 1 cos 2 cos(1

2 );

4 At some risk of confusion, some authors might refer to
as de ned in equation (1) as a disk, the
same way that in spherical trigonometry a great circle is called simply a line and an arc is called a line
segment (Todhunter, 1886). Other authors refer to the spherical cap as a spherical segment as it is the
subset of the sphere above a xed plane (Harris and Stocker, 2006).
5 Recall that hav is the Haversine function, satisfying hav = sin2 ( =2) = (1 cos )=2.
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Figure 8. Out of over 3000, the 146 most populated counties in the US account for half the
national population. Source: Hickey and Weisenthal (2013).

or, equivalently,
(4)

hav  = hav(1

2 ) + cos 1 cos 2 hav(1 2 ):

Proof. Again, identify the centre of planet

with 0 the origin of 3-dimensional
Euclidean space
aligned so that the North Pole is located on the positive
z -axis. Denote by V the vector from 0 to location ! on . Then the orthodromic
separation between any two locations !1 and !2 is given by equation (2) when 
is the angle between V 1 and V 2 (Figure 9). Moreover, by the de nition of the
inner product,
V 1  V 2 = kV 1 k  kV 2 k  cos ;
where kV k denotes the length of vector V . But every point ! on has Cartesian
coordinates:

R3 ,

x = R cos  cos 
y = R cos  sin 
z = R sin :
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Therefore, evaluating explicitly:
cos  =

V1V2
k0V 1k  kV 2k 1

0

1

cos 2 cos 2
cos 1 cos 1
C
C B
=B
@ cos 1 sin 1 A  @ cos 2 sin 2 A
sin 2
sin 1
= cos 1 cos 2 [ cos 1 cos 2 + sin 1 sin 2 ] + sin 1 sin 2
= sin 1 sin 2 + cos 1 cos 2 cos(1 2 )
gives equation (3). Finally, to obtain equation (4) rewrite equation (3) as:
cos  = sin 1 sin 2 + cos 1 cos 2
+ cos 1 cos 2  ( cos(1 2 ) 1 )
= cos(1 2 ) cos 1 cos 2  ( 1 cos(1
But for any

2 ) ) :

we have cos = 1 2 hav , so that

1 2 hav  = 1 2 hav(1 2 ) 2 cos 1 cos 2 hav(1
=) hav  = hav(1 2 ) + cos 1 cos 2 hav(1 2 ):

2 )

!0
!2
V2
0

V1

!1

R

Figure 9. Orthodromic Distance. Directly by inner product and, alternatively, indirectly by
the Spherical Law of Cosines.
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Equations (3) and (4) provide alternative ways to calculate  and thus orthodromic distance. In practice, for small distances, better numerical accuracy obtains using equation (4) as it avoids inverting the cosine function.
The proof given here of Prop. VI.1 is direct and self-contained. However, the
result can also be given as an implication of the Spherical Law of Cosines (Todhunter, 1886, Article 37, p. 17). To that end, in Figure 9 label the North Pole !0
and construct longitudinal great circles from !0 through !1 and !2 respectively.
The orthodromic distance R, too, is taken along an arc of yet another great
circle. Applying the Spherical Law of Cosines to the spherical triangle !0 !1 !2
gives:
cos  = cos(=2 1 ) cos(=2 2 )
+ sin(=2 1 ) sin(=2 2 )  cos(1 2 )
= sin(1 ) sin(2 ) + cos(1 ) cos(2 )  cos(1 2 );
thereby establishing Prop. VI.1.
In this analysis we are concerned only with populations and activity on the
Earth's surface, not high above that surface nor deep below it, inside the Earth.
By contrast when we calculate, say, the world's economic centre of gravity it will
be necessary to use locations beneath the Earth's surface.Quah (2011)
Let A be the sigma-algebra generated by the caps on . De ne on ( ; A) the
measure , so that for any subset of locations A 2 A the value (A) is the total
number of people living within A. Since  is a measure it is non-negative and
increasing in its argument, i.e., A  A0 =) (A)  (A0 ). In a di erent
application we might let (A) be, over geographical expanse A, the value of GDP
generated, pollution produced, or carbon emissions measured. For populations
and GDP,  will typically be expected to take value zero over oceans and deserts.
On the other hand, for A that is London or New York City the value (A) will
be relatively high.
Remember, in this discussion, a cap sits not on a plane but on the curved
surface of a three-dimensional sphere. Despite this, however, the cap's boundary
on remains a circle. An orthodromic radius  can vary from zero only up to
a maximum length  where for any ! the cap (!;  ) is a planetary hemisphere.
On the planet's surface every point ! uniquely de nes its enclosing hemisphere
(!;  ) and, simultaneously, the complementary hemisphere n (!;  ). The
boundary between the enclosing and complementary hemispheres is the great
circle f ! 0 : d(! 0 ; ! ) =  g. Rank caps by radii  , so that we can speak of larger
and smaller caps regardless of their centre ! .
Definition VI.2.

Fix . A tightest cluster for measure  is a smallest cap
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 def
= (!  ;   ) containing at least half ( ), i.e., if for some !
= (!;  ) has ( )  ( )=2 then     .
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the cap

(More generally, one can de ne the world's tightest population -cluster to
be the smallest cap that contains fraction of the world's population.)
Of course, depending on , there might be multiple such tightest clusters. And
whether or not unique, a tightest cluster will not necessarily be where population density is highest. Suppose for instance that a particular neighborhood in
Monaco, Singapore, Shanghai, Mexico City, or Mumbai is that location in the
world where population density is highest in the world. Unless that maximally
high population density in that city is sustained into the neighboring suburbs and
countrysides, the enclosing cap there containing 50% of the world's population
might need to be very large in orthodromic radius. It would then depend on the
how the rest of the world's population is distributed whether an enclosing cap is
a tightest cluster.
The mapping given in De nition VI.2 from measure  to tightest cluster is in
every practical sense discontinuous, i.e., the mapping is continuous in no reasonable topology. To see this, suppose that the entire world's population lives in just
two caps: 51% of the world in a cap 5km in orthodromic radius centred on New
York City, the remaining 49% in an equal-sized cap centred on Beijing. Suppose
further that in the two caps the spatial distribution of population is uniform,
with densities equal across New York and Beijing. The world's tightest cluster
is centred on New York City, with its orthodromic radius a little under 5km.
But now suppose the population in Beijing grows smoothly while that in New
York remains constant. Then there will be an instant of time when the world's
tightest cluster switches instantaneously from New York to Beijing, even though
the population measure  changes only smoothly (in pretty much every sensible
metric for families of measures).
Given the de nitions above, the algorithm to nd the world's tightest clusters
is relatively direct. For each location ! on
nd the orthodromic radius of the
smallest enclosing cap that contains half the world:

 (!) def
= arg inf f  2 [0;  ] : ( (!;  ))  ( )=2 g :
Without restricting the collection of possible measures, it is dicult to provide
an existence or uniqueness theorem on the minimisation here. However, it is certainly helpful that in the problem  is non-negative and increasing in  (although
not necessarily strictly so) and the interval [0;  ] is compact. If a location ! has
enclosing caps reach the full hemisphere and still ( (!; )) < ( )=2, then it is
an empty set over which the minimisation is taken, and thus  (! ) is set to +1.
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Next, take di erent locations on until the orthodromic radius of the smallest
enclosing cap is itself minimised, i.e., nd:

! def
= arg inf  (! )
!2

= arg inf f arg inf f  2 [0;  ] : ( (!;  ))  ( )=2 g g :
!2
The world's tightest clusters are caps identi ed by solutions !  to equation (5),
i.e., they are (!  ;  (!  )). There might be multiple tightest clusters. Tightest
clusters might overlap. But they will all have the same orthodromic radius  (!  )
for any tightest cluster center !  .
It might be possible to restrict the collection of possible measures to provide
existence and uniqueness statements for the solution to equation (5). As a practical matter, however, the solution will still come down to raw computation power:
pretty much the only way to solve (5) is to calculate its right side on a large
nite grid over . Solutions are conditional on that grid. In that case existence
is guaranteed|the optimization occurs only over a nite set, and uniqueness can
then be directly veri ed.
This algorithm recovers the cluster identi ed in Section IV.A.
(5)
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